
London trips.  
Simple dishes.  
Lunches.   
 
You might have noticed some changes on our menu recently and a simpler serve of a few 

favourites. In the latter category, the tuna sashimi is just served with wasabi, some light 

soy sauce and a few slices of avocado. The smoked eel, that we now get from Smith’s 

Smokery in Boston comes with sourdough bread, horseradish and a quarter of lemon.  

 
Yellowfin tuna sashimi  

 
Home cured coppa  



Our home made coppa is served very much on its own on the plate, as above.  

We have brought back the burrata after sourcing a much richer, creamier version from the 

Auricchio family in the city of Cremona, northern Italy and serve it… Burrata green olives, 

celery, pomodorello’s, rapeseed oil. 

 
Burrata at the TK  

 

There is a new ham hock hash dish, a cauliflower salad, an aubergine with tahini and we 

will soon be introducing a prawn and watermelon salad. Our chicken heart and liver dish 

was hugely popular but probably a bit hearty (oh dear) in the current heat. It will be back. 

It is part of a new drive to focus more and more on the ingredients and to be confident 

that their quality will shine through and not need overcomplicated recipes.  

Why the change? We have been out and about in London with the chefs for a few Mondays 

recently testing our stomachs to bursting by visiting as many restaurants as we can when 

the kitchen is relatively quiet. It isn’t that we think the only good restaurants are in 

London but it is the case that the capital is the place where you are most likely to find four 

or five great restaurants within easy walking distance.  

It is also true that London restaurants need to innovate to stand out from the crowd and 

we can take advantage of that by eating their food and bringing back those ideas that we 

think will work well at the Tap and Kitchen. 

The list of those visited may give those of you who enjoy a nosebag in London an idea of 

the sort of places we admire and love and is at the end of this note. 

We visited in groups of four involving all the chefs and tried to fit in four or five on each 

trip. The main message we learned is to keep it simple, rely on the quality of ingredients to 

shine through and not to overcomplicate with too many flavours.  We also were a bit 

surprised to hear the admiring reaction from the chefs and waiting staff we met at these 

places. Yes we do make our own coppa and ham, largely from our own pigs. Yes we do 

raise our hogget, hang it and, yes, folk in the country do eat it.  

Actually, on the hogget point, a feted restaurant with a Michelin star that serves glorious 

hogget admits they got the idea from us. 



So, as well as learning from really top London chefs, we returned with renewed pride that 

we have things to offer as well as lessons to learn which we have subsequently applied to 

our menu. 

We are unashamed to say that the ham hock hash was inspired by a glorious salt cod dish 

at Bar Douro in Flat Iron Square, a trip to Ottolenghi inspired us to up our salad game a 

notch and to offer an optional chicken portion to go with it. We are still debating whether 

offer a portion of hanger or halloumi as well. Watching ‘ladies who lunch’ sitting in the 

stunning courtyard at the new Petersham Nursery outlet in Floral Street gave chef Chris 

the confidence that Oundle will love these rich, meaty nuggets of poultry as much as we 

do. 

Ham hock hash, confit egg yolk 

The watermelon, prawn, feta and oregano salad will be inspired by a similar dish at Honey 

and Co. Not been? It’s within walking distance of Kings Cross. Treat yourself as long as 

you are only expecting near perfect food and not fine napery and bowing flunkeys. 

  
Prawn, watermelon & feta 

 



The highpoints were, in no particular order and overlooking those mentioned above: 

Hogget and confit potatoes at Quality Chop House (the potatoes are worth a journey on 

their own). Gooseberry and vanilla custard with meringue and almond at the same place. 

Cauliflower shawarma, tahini, pomegranate and rose petals at Berber and Q.  

Deep fried aubergine, whipped feta and date molasses at Moritos. Fritura of lamb’s brain 

and a tuna tartare at Barrafina in Adelaide St. Sous Chef Tarah ordered the brains out of 

duty and was blown away by their silky creaminess.  

A plate of Ricotta ravioli with lemon butter and sage at La Goccia at Petersham Nursery 

was sublime. As was a crab linguine at the same kitchen. We will be doing more pasta 

when the summer heat abates. 

Scallop roe taramasalata. Chef Chris was uncertain if the flavours would work but the guys 

at Palomar were spot on with this dish. ‘I could eat a bucketful’ was his conclusion. 

Crocquettas and a dish of thinly sliced mangetout, tomatoes and lovely, fat bocquerones at 

Brindisa.  

We tried an onglet (posh word for hanger steak) at Bar Douro and loved it… but it wasn’t 

as good as ours.  

All of the salads at Ottolenghi were marvellous and inspiring. 

The pig’s liver salad at St John Bread and Wine really impressed but the standout dish on 

that visit was black pudding and a fried egg. Simple, colourful and ingredients made for 

each other. 

 
St John blood cake & fried egg  



So what was the best dish? That’s too hard to call but the one that surprised us most with 

just how marvellous it was and against all our expectations was a plate of Celeriac and 

Beef Heart tomatoes with coriander and cumin at Elliot’s. To be honest, celeriac was not 

the thing of those chefs on the trip but we ordered it and it blew us away. Simple, perfectly 

seasoned and spiced, and just perfect. 

Celeriac, beef heart tomatoes, cumin, coriander at Elliot’s 

And let’s not be shy about it. Some dishes just didn’t come off. A tuna tartar at Palomar 

had been salted and was really not very nice and the deep fried Ortiguillas at Barrafina 

tasted like warm Uni sushi and were not to our taste at all. The pork meat and liver on a 

rosemary skewer at La Goccia was curiously bitter and just not very appetising. But often 

an unsuccessful dish was because the chefs were trying new things got our applause for 

doing so.  

The chefs loved the trips. It is hard to get to try other places when you are cooking ten 

shifts a week and have a life to lead. Part of the London chef culture is to get out and try 

the food of the competition but everywhere is closed around us by the time we are 

finished. 

The menu has benefitted and we have lots more ideas up our sleeves for the autumn. 

 



These are the places we visited. Don’t try to do four or even five in a day. Any one of them 
is worth a trip. If you need any recommendations, just pop in and ask. 
 
To start with in, no particular order, we visited: Ottolenghi; Brawn; Moritos. St John; St 
John Bread & Wine; Quality Chop House; Bleecker Burger; Bottles; various Spitalfields 
Pop Ups; Barrafina; Palomar; Elliot’s Café; Bar Douro; Honey & Co.; Terroirs; La Goccia; 
Brindisa; Lardo and Berber and Q in Exmouth Market.   
 

 
Artichoke hearts, cured ham, peppers at Brindisa 
 
 

                             
Ottolenghi Puddings                                                    Tomato, basil, gorgonzola, QCH 



 
                  

 
The Ottolenghi salad bar in late afternoon  
 
 

                     
Turbot crudo, almonds,             Beetroot borani, walnuts,    Communal dining at 
blackcurrants, pineapple             dill, feta, and nigella seeds at       Bottles Spitalfields  
Seaweed at Quality Chop             Moritos, Exmouth market 
House       
 
 

             
Borough Market  
 
 



…and a collection of miscellaneous pics from the trips. 
 
 

                    
 
 
 
 

       



      
 
 

 



 
 
 
 

          
 
 
 



Finally a reminder of when we are open and what we serve. We still get asked. We open 
Monday to Saturday, 10am – 11pm and Sunday 10am – 9pm. We serve lunch 12pm – 3pm 
Monday to Friday. Serve food all day on Saturday 12pm – 6pm and on Sundays 12pm – 
4pm. We serve dinner Monday to Saturday 6pm – 9pm and 6pm – 8pm on Sunday. All the 
details of our opening times, menus, wine lists and all FAQ’s are on the website – 
www.tapandkitchen.com  
 
For those who like lighter lunches, but still want a starter, a main and a pudding, we offer a 
reduced price set lunch menu. £12 for 2 courses or £15 for 3 we believe you won’t find a 
better quality or value restaurant lunch in the area. Usually a choice of 3 of each courses 
you can have a decent range of tastes for a fraction of normal a la carte prices.  
 
Finally if that doesn’t suit, we do some great pizzas and amazing sandwiches & salads. The 
latter can be enjoyed in our lunch for a tenner with a side dish, juice, tea or coffee.  
 
I am now so hungry.  
 
Best wishes, see you at the wharf.  
 
TK  
 
 


